
Kids Summer Reading Going Wild 5 

1. Guinea Pigs DB051635 
• A complete guide to keeping a guinea pig for a pet. Discusses how to choose and 

buy the right one. Then explains how to care for it, including housing, feeding, 
cleaning, and handling. For grades 2-4. 1997. 

2. A Pet or Not? DB049860 
• Describes physical characteristics and living habits of ten exotic animals and 

provides practical details of maintaining them. Discusses whether the armadillo, 
coatimundi, ferret, hedgehog, llama, miniature horse and donkey, monkey, 
potbellied pig, pygmy goat, and sugar glider should be owned as pets. For grades 
3-6. 1999. 

3. Parrots DB053033 
• Presents general background information on parrots. Discusses their physical 

characteristics including their speaking ability. Explains how to choose and how to 
care for these household pets. For grades 3-6. 2001. 

4. Animal Brainiacs DB084035 
• Explains the special abilities animals possess, from echolocation to displaying 

emotions and intelligence. Highlights how elephants can remember things for 
decades, sperm whales can communicate in their own dialect, and parrots can 
understand basic concepts and math. For grades 3-6. 2016. 

5. Kittens Today DB053226 
• Discusses the appeal of cats and the advantages of having more than one. 

Provides information on various breeds and how to select a cat for oneself. 
Includes tips on preparing a home for a kitten, what to feed it, and how to 
maintain its health. For grades 5-8 and older readers. 1996. 

6. Quarter Horses DB025793 
• Covers the development, breeding and training techniques, and physical 

characteristics of the most popular breed of horses in the world. The Quarter 
Horse is uniquely American in origin. This superb animal athlete is prized for its 
natural talent in working cattle, as well as for its strength, sure-footedness, and 
gentle disposition. For grades 5-8. 

7. A Dolphin Goes to School DB026088 
• An account of how dolphins are trained to perform in marine shows, through the 

experiences of Squirt, a delightful bottle-nosed dolphin who now appears in 
shows throughout the country. For grades 3-6. 

8. Everything Horse DB062681 
• Question-and-answer format covers a wide variety of horse-related topics, such 

as behavior, characteristics, and usefulness. Explains why horses are mounted 
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from the left, why they are replacing guide dogs, and why all thoroughbreds share 
a January 1 birthday. For grades 3-6. 2005. 

9. ER Vets DB061876 
• Discusses veterinary medicine by examining the workings of an emergency room 

at an animal hospital. Describes pets and owners who come for care and the 
doctors and vet techs who attend them. Provides tips on pet first aid and a 
section on grief counseling. For grades 5-8. 2005. 

10.   Animal Helpers for the Disabled DB057627 
• Traces the history of guide and assistance dogs as well as other service animals 

such as horses and monkeys. Describes the training that enables them to help 
persons with physical disabilities. For grades 4-7. 2003. 
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